2015 Enrollment
Campaign

Introduction
The Detroit Head Start Learning Network has
launched a campaign to increase enrollment in Detroit
Head Start centers across the city and across all
provider agencies. This campaign guide provides
an overview of the strategies and tactics for the
overall effort, and shares resources and assets
with provider agencies to consider using in their
individual enrollment efforts.
To this end, the Network agreed to a cohesive brand
identity, look and series of messages. These assets
were created with input from Detroit parents of young
children during several workshops.
The enrollment campaign reaches parents through
multiple targeted communications channels,
community partners and provider agency/centerbased interactions. The more the audience sees the
Detroit Head Start brand and the messages, the more
they will remember it and believe it. Repetition and
consistency are keys to our success.

Detroit Head Start
reach model
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Detroit Head Start Brand
The Detroit Head Start brand, including the logo,
color palette and photography, creates a unified
presentation for the overall campaign and for Head
Start providers and centers across the city. The
target audience will see this brand on the website,
marketing materials, signage and advertising.

The Detroit Head Start logo and tagline were
produced with input from Detroit parents. Brands
that have been around a long time can be trusted
more than new brands. Parents knew and liked the
federal Head Start logo, so we kept the blocks from
the federal logo. The stars were added to strike a
balance between the brand feeling too “government”
and being friendlier, again based on parent input.

How to Use
The Detroit Head Start logo was
created to be used with, not instead
of, provider agencies’ logos. Please
consider adding the Detroit Head
Start logo to marketing materials.
We’re aiming for repetition and
consistency.
Download the files at
DetroitHeadStart.com/toolkit.
See page 5 for an example of the logo
being used on an existing flyer. 

In testing, the tagline “little steps for the long run,”
resonated with parents. They felt it spoke to the long
lasting effects of early childhood education.
Based on these insights, we developed a few
variations of the logo: two color versions, a black and
white version, with the website address (or URL) and
with a tagline.

Logo variations
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Which type of file do I use?
We have included .png and .eps files in the toolkit.
Follow these easy guidelines when using these or any
graphic files:

.PNG = use on a screen

Use a .png when adding graphics to a website or
email, for example.

.EPS = use on paper

Use an .eps when the graphic will be printed on paper.

Example of Detroit
Head Start logo on
an existing flyer
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Location Signage
With location signage (18” x 24” yard signs), we aim
to physically tie the graphic, often digital elements
of the campaign, to the physical centers. The
“enroll today” message lets parents know spots are
available.
Detroit Head Start centers are often located
in facilities that offer multiple services. During
workshops, parents noted they didn’t always know a
Detroit Head Start center was in a particular location.
A yard sign at each location will help draw attention
to Detroit Head Start centers located conveniently
in neighborhoods across the city,
and highlight the number of centers.

How to Use
Each center will receive two outdoor
signs. They are easy to install
H-frame yard signs. We hope most,
if not all, centers will display this
signage in August and September
to coincide — and reinforce — other
campaign elements.
Again, repetition and consistency
will help make the Detroit Head Start
brand and message memorable —
and ideally lead to action in the form
of enrollments.

Location signage
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DetroitHeadStart.com
DetroitHeadStart.com offers parents and caregivers
a central resource to find a center in their
neighborhood, hear from Head Start parents
and teachers, schedule a visit and/or start the
enrollment process. The site also has answers to
common questions and a calendar of open house/
enrollment events. The site is designed to highlight
the value of early childhood education, specific
program benefits and encourage parents to visit or
enroll in Detroit Head Start.
The website is first and foremost mobile responsive
as we know our target audience most often access
online content through smart phones.
The website text is in English and Spanish. While the
website will not be translated into Arabic at this time,
some information will be available in Arabic. We will
work toward more complete translations into Arabic
in the next enrollment cycle.

How to Use
There are two forms on website:
“Visit” and “Enroll.” We worked
with providers to develop the forms
and the process for responding to
inquiries to make the experience
efficient for providers, while being
responsive to parents’ interests.
When a user fills these out, they are
required to enter their zip code. Their
information is then sent to each
provider serving that zip code. A
quick response from the provider is
critical. Please contact the parent
as quickly as possible.
Also, please consider using the
Detroit Head Start logo with the
website address on your website
and on marketing materials. If
your website and digital materials
provide a link to DetroitHeadStart.
com, this will help the SEO value of
the website. DetroitHeadStart.com
contains information on all centers
through the locator tool and all
agencies are listed.
Please let us know of any events that
should be shared in the calendar
section. Also, we’re always looking
for more testimonials from parents,
caregivers and teachers. Please
contact Nicole at nicole@cadrestudio.com to let us know about key
events and testimonials to highlight.
The more parents and caregivers
we can drive to this site, the
more opportunities we have for
conversions (enrollment).

DetroitHeadStart.com
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Detroit Head Start Facebook Page
The Detroit Head Start Facebook page is another
important digital element of the enrollment campaign.
Shareable content is the goal here. By posting
compelling content that Detroit parents respond to
in the form of a “like” or “share,” we are creating a
word-of-mouth element to the campaign – because
their “friends” will then see the content, as well.
We are using organic and paid approaches in the
Facebook social media strategy. Facebook provides
specific geographic and demographic targeting
that allows us to focus in on our target audience
through various types of paid promotion. Some
elements of the paid strategy enhance the organic
content to ensure more of our content is seen by
current and potential followers. Another element
of the paid promotion drives parents directly to
DetroitHeadStart.com. Success is measured by
“engagement” with content (word-of-mouth) and
website traffic that we can track specifically to
scheduling a visit and/or enrollment applications.
We’ve already seen tremendous growth and
interaction in a short time period.

How to Use
Please “like” Detroit Head Start
on Facebook, personally and from
agency pages.
We’re always looking for good
content - to further promote provider
events and/or share Head Start
family stories. Please contact Nicole
at nicole@cadre-studio.com with
information and ideas.

Detroit Head Start
Facebook page
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Facebook Advertising Samples

Facebook
advertisments
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General Information Card
The general information card is an asset for
community partners and providers to use. Through
trusted community partners, the campaign seeks to
reach parents and caregivers in neighborhoods — at
partner locations, in churches, local business, service
centers, housing complexes, etc. The card offers a
tangible reminder and promotes future action: visit
the website to schedule a visit and/or start
the enrollment process.
English and Spanish versions are available.

How to Use
In addition to partner outreach,
Detroit Head Start provider
agencies will receive an allotment of
information cards. For more cards,
please contact Nicole at nicole@
cadre-studio.com.

General information
cards, English and
Spanish
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Cinch Bag Giveaways
The cinch bag giveaways should always be shared
with the general information card. Community
partners will receive this as will all provider agencies
to assist with enrollment activities. As a functional
item, the cinch bag will be a visible reminder of
Detroit Head Start.

How to Use
In addition to partner outreach,
Detroit Head Start provider agencies
will receive an allotment of cinch
bags. For more bags, please contact
Nicole at nicole@cadre-studio.com.

Cinch bag
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Newspaper Advertisements
The newspaper advertisements share much of the
same information as the general information card.
The ads will appear in the Michigan Chronicle (40,000
readers), the Latino Press (30,000 readers) and
Arab-American News (40,000 readers) four times
during August and September.

How to Use
The following “call to action”
messages were developed in
collaboration with our target
audience. The overall enrollment
campaign materials use these
messages, which are intended
to grab attention and encourage
enrollment in Detroit Head Start.
For consistency and use of tested
messaging, please consider
incorporating these call to action
messages in marketing materials, e.g.
flyers, mailings or website graphics.
Empower yourself and your kids.
Schedule a visit today.
Give your child a Head Start. Enroll
today.
Step into a new path. Enroll in Detroit
Head Start today.
Start school early. Get ahead. Enroll
in Detroit Head Start today.

Newspaper advertisments,
English and Spanish
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Talking Points
The following talking points were developed to
broadly tell the Detroit Head Start story. These will be
used in earned media outreach (media interviews),
community partner outreach and to generally shape
communication messages.
•

Early Head Start and Head Start provide
valuable early childhood learning
opportunities for low-income families.
We serve pregnant mothers, children ages 6
weeks to 5 years old, and their families.

•

There are more than 60 Detroit Head Start
centers located across the city, and most
are looking to serve more children and families
through open seats. Families can go to
DetroitHeadStart.com to find out if they qualify.

•

Ten agencies operate the local centers.
These agencies – Starfish, Matrix Human
Services, Southwest Solutions, Focus: HOPE,
Development Centers, United Children and
Families, New St. Paul Tabernacle, Children’s
Center, Renaissance Head Start and The Order
of the Fishermen – are known and trusted
community organizations.

•

The Detroit Head Start Learning Network
(group of all service agencies) have worked
together to create an enrollment campaign for
this coming school year.

•

DetroitHeadStart.com offers parents and
caregivers a central resource to find a center
in their neighborhood, hear from Head Start
parents and teachers, schedule a visit and/or
start the enrollment process.
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How to Use
The talking points broadly convey
the benefits of Detroit Head Start,
provide general background
(particularly for media efforts) and
promote enrollment. Consider using
these message, in conjunction with
provider-specific details, to reinforce
consistent messages about Detroit
Head Start.
As we have media opportunities,
provider agencies will have an
opportunity to talk to reporters about
the overall enrollment campaign
and their specific centers. We ask
that some overall Detroit Head
Start messaging be a part of those
conversations. Training will be
offered to all interested/participating
spokespersons.
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Talking Points, continued
•

More than 3,000 Detroit families trust Head
Start. However, there are still seats available
due to increased funding over the last 18
months. We’re working now to make sure
parent and caregivers know the value
of Head Start and to increase enrollment at
every center.

•

Head Start works. The national, federally
funded program is celebrating its 50th
anniversary this year. Not only does it offer
the early learning benefits to children that we
know are so important to lifelong learning and
success, it has many resources for the whole
family – health care, job training, employment
services, financial stability, etc. Head Start is
designed to help children and families
get ahead.

•

Involving families is one of the most important
aspects of the Head Start program. Parents
and caregivers are recognized as the first
and most important teacher(s) in their child’s
life and responsible for their child’s well
being. Families play a leadership role in the
decision-making at their Head Start center and
can serve on committees.
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Downloads
The files described here in this guide are available for
download at: DetroitHeadStart.com/toolkit.
The graphics, fonts, and colors from the 2015
enrollment campaign will be also be available at the
above URL.

Produced by Cadre Studio and The Work Department
for the Detroit Head Start Learning Network.
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